MONT SAINT MICHEL

“Wonder of the Western world”, the Mont Saint-Michel raises itself in the heart of an immense bay invaded by most spring tides of Europe. Registered on the “World heritage” by Unesco in 1979, this tourist top-place receives more than three million visitors a year.

During the visit, you will discover the Main Street with its shops and its houses dating back to the 15th and the 16th centuries. You will visit the abbey that offers a full outlook of the medieval architecture from the 11th to the 16th century.

Saint-Malo

Based on a rocky island, the corsair city is surrounded by ramparts which shelter the cathedral dedicated to Saint Vincent and ship owners' mansions (17th-18th centuries).

The 1944 liberation battles devastated the town and destroyed the walled city by 80%.

It is from those reserved and restored ruins that St-Malo raised again, thanks to a heritage-conscious reconstruction design.

Your schedule:

9:00 am: Departure from Rennes
By coach up to St Malo
Discovery of St Malo and walk on ramparts
By coach up to Mont Saint-Michel for lunch time
Discovery of the Mount and guided tour of the Abbey
5.00 pm: Return by coach
6.00 pm: Arrival in Rennes

We shall confirm you the exact schedule.
The visit will be confirmed according to the number of subscribers.